ENTREPRENEURS
Small business is a key driver of our economy. Data from Industry Canada shows small businesses in Alberta contribute 32 per cent to the
overall provincial GDP while in Lethbridge, small and medium sized businesses employ more than 4,000 people.
At Economic Development Lethbridge, we are committed to bringing new enterprise and talent to the city, and to helping existing
businesses and entrepreneurs expand and grow. Through the Teconnect centre for entrepreneurship and innovation and along with our
partners in the Regional Innovation Network of Southern Alberta (RINSA), we offer a range of programs, workshops and services designed
to help you take your business to the next level.
Explore this section to learn more about the entrepreneurs who are located at the centre!

API Labs
API Labs Inc. is a Canadian-owned, Alberta-based company looking to create a vertically integrated poppy industry in Canada.

Avail Maxim
Avail Maxim is a new-age, virtual accounting firm that is changing the way people view business accounting.

InBridge Inc.
InBridge Inc. a multi-disciplinary technology company dedicated to the advancement of Blockchain through advisory, education,
consultation, research, development and implementation.

InSitu Media Corporation
Automated 3D product insertion via social media.

KJ Concepts
KJ Concepts, a design and drafting company, brings 3D scanning technology to southern Alberta. The introduction of this innovation
streamlines the initial stages of the design process resulting in a high level of accuracy and a decrease in costs, time and production.

Output Media Ltd.
Output is a video post-production studio that uses technology to help production companies, advertising agencies and brands make
compelling video content.

Ralco Ventures
Ralco is developing specific cryptocurrency applications and tools to ensure the accounting of these digital assets will be made
easier for accountants, finance professionals and businesses participating in this new digital economy.
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Snap Projections
Easy to use financial & retirement planning software for advisors and planners with reports your clients actually understand, created
in minutes.

Triple H Project Management
Triple H Project Management Inc. provides business and project consulting services for a range of industries with specific expertise in
project management.

Tecconnect Alumni
From health sciences to amphibious equipment, Tecconnect has been home to some pretty amazing start-up companies that have
either changed direction, been acquired or simply moved out so they can continue to grow.
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